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1 Functional specifications 

1.1 Introduction 

The MC3-MBG (MODBUS Gateway) manages MODBUS TCP/IP1 connections from multiple clients to 
multiple slave devices. Clients are able, through the MC3-MBG, to communicate with multiple slave 
devices over a single connection established by the client to the MC3-MBG. By specifying a register 
offset; a specific slave device is selected. Internal webpages offer the possibility to configure 
connections to a set of connected MODBUS TCP/IP slave devices. 

Optionally, values from multiple slave devices can be periodically sampled and stored in a log file. 
The internal webpages also offer the possibility to configure which values form which slave device 
should be sampled and stored. 

To view internal webpages, a computer has to be connected to the same Ethernet network as to 
which the MC3-MBG  is connected. Furthermore, the used computer needs to have an IP address in 
the same segment as the MC3-MBG. The default address of the MC3-MBG is 192.168.250.1. Use a 
web browser to visit http://<IP-address>/config login with a username and password is required. 

1.2 Access configuration 

By choosing ‘Modbus accessrules’ under ‘Modbus’ within the internal webpage, a user may 
configure MODBUS access settings, see Figure 1. Depending on the application and purpose of the 
MC3-MBG, it is good practice or even mandatory to not  provide full access but only disclose the 
required set of MODBUS slave registers. The ‘Modbus accessrules’ webpage can be used to define 
which registers (profile) are disclosed to which client(s) identified by its IP address. After editing 
access rules pressing ‘Apply modbus settings’ under ‘Reload Modbus Config’ is required. 

The following ‘access settings’ are available; 

• Source; the range of client’s IP addresses for which ‘this profile’ applies. 
• Destination; ‘Unit Identifier’, used by the MODBUS protocol for intra-system routing, typically 1. 

Also known as ‘Modbus node address’. 
• Profile; name of the configured profile that defines the disclosed registers. To create a new 

‘profile’ choose ‘Modbus profiles’ under ‘Modbus’. 
• Priority; used to define how many messages per minute are allowed. When a client exceeds this 

amount, replies are delayed until the level returns to the desired level. Short bursts of higher 
throughput are allowed. 

 

                                                             
1 http://www.modbus.org/specs.php 

http://www.modbus.org/specs.php 
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1.3 Connection configuration 

By choosing ‘Modbus dispatcher config’ within the internal webpage, a user may configure 
connection settings of slave devices, see Figure 2. The MC3-MBG will try to create the configured 
connections, if this fails it periodically retries (100 sec. interval) until the connection is made 
successfully. Likewise, if an established connection is disconnected, the MC3-MBG periodically 
retries to remake the connection, with the same interval, until the connection is (re)established. 
After editing a connection, ‘restart the application’ is required, available under ‘Other’. 

For each connection, an internal MODBUS register bit is available that indicates if a connection is 
configured and whether the connection is successfully established (active) or not, see chapter 2. 
The connection number times 10002 determines the register offset. Given the configuration 
example as shown in Figure 2 MC3-MBG connection configuration of MODBUS slave devices.Figure 
2, a client connected to the MC3-MBG that wants to read register 2 of ‘slave AAA’ should read 
register 1002. The value of register 2003 will be the content of register 3 from ‘slave BBB’ etc. 
Reading both holding- and input registers is supported.  

The following connection settings are available; 

• Connection functions; lists the connection numbers to identify the connection. This is used by 
the log configuration and MODBUS map (see chapter 2). Moreover, it is used to determine the 
register offset. 

• Name; a logical name that identifies the slave device (max 20 characters). 
• Tag name; an optional label besides the name, for example to state the physical location (max 

20 characters). 
• Host name; IPv4 address in dotted-decimal notation3 (0.0.0.0 up to 255.255.255.255), see  

Figure 2 for an example. Or hostname. 
• Port; TCP port at which the slave device is ‘listening’ (unsigned 16-bit integer), typically 502. 
• Modbus node address; also called ‘Unit Identifier’ that is used by the MODBUS protocol for 

intra-system routing. 
• Name offset; the name and tag-name strings are made available through a set of internal 

MODBUS registers (see chapter 2). The connection number times the register offset, plus the 
offset specified here, determines the first register at which the specified strings are made 
available. 

  

                                                             
2 See also the Appendix when software 170484 is used. 
3 Invalid input may lead to unrecoverable malfunction after which re-applying supply voltage is required.  
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1.4 Log configuration 

By choosing ‘Modbus logger config’ within the internal webpage, a user may configure log settings, 
see Figure 3. For each configured connection a table is shown. In the title row, the connection 
number and hostname:port[Modbus node address] is shown. For each item that should be ‘logged’, 
a row needs to be added and configured, with a maximum of 50 rows per connection. 

If the corresponding connection is successfully established, the MC3-MBG will read all configured 
registers (rows) of each table, with an interval as set in the upper-left corner, and writes the 
received values to a log file together with a (UTC) timestamp. The current (UTC) time can be 
changed through the webpage, choose ‘Change time settings’ under ‘service’. 

If a register could not be read, for example because the connection could not be made or the slave 
is not responding, ‘N.A.’ is logged instead. After editing a row ‘restart the application’ is required, 
available under ‘Other’. For each day a corresponding log file is created, located at http://<IP-
address>/log2/log/1/  

The log header (column titles) in the log file is only written at the beginning of a new day, while 
values are added when the log interval elapses. After editing items; there might be a mismatch 
between the log header and the values logged. This will be resolved after the start of a new day. The 
following log settings are available; 

• Label; unique text string to identify this log item. This label will be the column title in the 
generated log file (maximal 50 characters). 

• Register (FC3); holding register (without connection offset). Since the ‘offset’ is 1000, no 
registers above 999 can be selected. 

• Scale; register value should  be multiplicated by this scale factor. Note that this is NOT done by 
the MC3-MBG. E.g. a value of 15 is read and stored as 15. With a scale factor of 0.1, the actual 
value is 1.5. 

• Words; 2 words means that a value is ‘spread’ over two registers to form a 32bit value, a 
subsequent register is (implicitly) read and used. The ‘lowest register’ has the first 16 bits. 

• Cumulative; can be checked to log a continually increasing quantity, e.g. kWh or runtime. The 
difference between the first valid value of the day and the current value is logged instead. 
Consequently, values from a cumulative log item are ‘increasing’ until the start of a new day. 

With regard to cumulative log items, the ‘day-hour (UTC) at which cumulative values are reset’ can 
be configured. This can be used to compensate for the difference between the UTC time and a local 
time. Example; to reset at midnight (00:00u) when the local time is UTC+3, set the ‘day-hour (UTC) 
at which cumulative values are reset’ to 21. 

In addition when the MC3-MBG restarts due to for example re-applying supply voltage, cumulative 
values are not   reset. When the ‘day-hour (UTC) at which cumulative values are reset’ was passed 
by while the MC3-MBG was off, the cumulative values will reset after power-on.  
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Figure 3 MC3-MBG log configuration of MODBUS slave device registers to be sampled and stored periodically. 

Figure 1 MC3-MBG access configuration of MODBUS clients, which can defined to limit a client’s access. 

Figure 2 MC3-MBG connection configuration of MODBUS slave devices. 
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2 Internal MODBUS registers 
 

 
Table 1 Internal MODBUS holding registers (Read FC 0x03) 

 

  

                                                             
4  
A = Fixed point number, single decimal, 2-complement 
B = Whole number, 2-complement 
C = Bitcoded word, non-listed bits are reserved and should be ignored. 
D = 2 ASCII character, first character in bit 0..7, second character in bit 8..15 
 

Nr Description Range Def. Mode Repr4. 
(Conn. nr. * 1000) + 
Name offset 

Conn. nr. Name (20 chars) 0 ..  
0x8000 

- R D 

(Conn. nr. * 1000) + 
Name offset + 20 

Conn. nr. Tag name (20 chars) 0 ..  
0x8000 

- R D 

      
10017 Address location of alarm 

registers 
- 10016 R B 

10018 Number of alarm registers - 1 R B 
      
10020 Configured connections (1/2) 

Bit 0 = n.a. 
Bit 1 = Connection 1 configured 
Bit 2 = Connection 2 configured 
… 
Bit 15 = Connection 15 configured 

0 ..  
0xFFFE 

- R C 

10021 Configured connections (2/2) 
Bit 0 = Connection 16 configured 
Bit 1 = Connection 17 configured 
… 
Bit 9 = Connection 25 configured 

0 ..  
0x3FF 

- R C 

      
10030 Active connections (1/2) 

Bit 0 = n.a. 
Bit 1 = Connection 1 active 
Bit 2 = Connection 2 active 
… 
Bit 15 = Connection 15 active 

0 ..  
0xFFFE 

- R C 

10031 Active connections (2/2) 
Bit 0 = Connection 16 active 
Bit 1 = Connection 17 active 
… 
Bit 9 = Connection 25 active 

0 ..  
0x3FF 

- R C 
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3 Network settings 
 

The MC3-MBG will be connected to a TCP/IP network and can be set to use a static IP address or to 
use a DHCP server to obtain one. The default address of the MC3-MBG is 192.168.250.1 

The IP-address can be configured using  “VDH IP configurator” (VDH_Conf). (downloadable from 
the VDH Products website, named: “VDH IP Configurator”5. This program can search for connected 
VDH MC3 controllers and using the MAC-address of the MC3, the IP-address can be obtained. 

 

 

 

Start the program and select an interface. Press scan to search for available MC3 controllers. All 
found devices will be listed. Both MAC-address and IP address will be shown. 

The MAC-address of the MC3-MBG is printed on a sticker which is placed on the mounting plate. 
Using this MAC-address, the device can be selected in the list. 

Select the device and alter the network settings as desired. Enter the password (default: admin) 
and click on the button “Set” to change the network settings of the selected MC3. 

  

                                                             
5 http://www.vdhproducts.nl/producten-downloads/  

http://www.vdhproducts.nl/producten-downloads/  
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4 Connection diagram 
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5 Dimensions 
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6 Appendix 

A. Software 170484  
A MC3-MBG with software 170484 has the following exceptions, since MODBUS registers above 
1000 needs to be read. 

• The ‘connection number times 10000 plus 10000’ determines the register offset. Given 
the configuration example as shown in Figure 2 MC3-MBG connection configuration of 
MODBUS slave devices.Figure 2, a client connected to the MC3-MBG that wants to read register 
2 of ‘slave AAA’ (connection 1) should read register 20002. The value of register 30003 will be 
the content of register 3 from ‘slave BBB’ (connection 2) etc. No registers above 9999 can be 
selected. 

• A maximum of 200 instead of 50 log items per connection is possible.  
• Maximally 3 connections can be established (since reading from a 4th connection may exceed 

16bit register address space). 
• MODBUS registers that provide the ‘connection name’ and ‘connection tag name’ do not have a 

offset of 1000. Instead, they start at ‘connection number times 10000 plus 10000’. 
• MODBUS holding register 10050 holds the software version number and holding registers 

10051 & 10052 the software number (32bit). 


